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acumen has many of his comrades silently deriding him
as a possible descendant of some manipulative Snow
Raven Clan Bloodline—the Clan that completely subverted
the Outworlds Alliance government during the Jihad.
Even more puzzling is that Chistu has not spoken to
these accusations, which would have any other Falcon
immediately screaming for a Trial of Grievance.
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Clan Jade Falcon’s medium-weight Gyrfalcon was
developed as part of a Clan-wide revitalization project in the
early 3110s. It replaced a number of older designs whose parts
had becoming increasingly scarce since the loss of home world
ties. Built for speed, firepower, and simplicity, the Gyrfalcon
became a common sight in Falcon battle Stars (medium-heavy
formations known as Beaks to the Falcon), in which its excellent
reach made it a menace to most enemy units even as other designs
had to close in.
JF199-16F (“Emerald” to its current pilot) has seen several
engagements against Clans Wolf and Hell’s Horses since rolling off
its Sudeten assembly lines in 3126; it has even carried Jiyi Chistu
through his last two Trials of Position. Chistu, an accomplished
BattleMech “sniper,” particularly favors its energy weapons
when engaging hardened targets such as opposing ’Mechs and heavy
vehicles, and he is adept at firing even while on the run.
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DOB: 03/20/3111
FACTION: Jade Falcon
REGIMENT: Gyrfalcon Galaxy HAIR: Black
’MECH: Gyrfalcon
EYES: Blue
For a trueborn warrior of Clan Jade Falcon, Jiyi Chistu
is uncharacteristically humble and reserved. Though he
speaks softly, however, this warrior is an accomplished
marksman and personal weapons specialist whose actions
speak far more loudly than words. Chistu is also a
brilliant strategist, both in the martial arts and
on the political landscape of the Jade Falcon. He is
apparently so well versed in diplomacy that he has
advanced his career without once committing himself to
any unreliable, long-standing allies. Such political
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Serial Number: JF199-16F
Mass: 55 tons
Chassis: Olivetti Stage
Power Plant: 275 Fusion XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph, 108 kph
w/MASC
Jump Jets: Clan Standard Type A1
Armor: Raydient Advance Series 4
Armament:
2 Series 6b ER Large Lasers
2 Type OVR-V LB 2-X Autocannons

